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About FLUX
The first seeds of FLUX Magazine were
planted by a group of excited juniors with a passion
for writing, drawing, and creating. Our vision was
a magazine where we could create a platform for
students to channel their creative forces, to celebrate
their hard work, and to inspire others.
With the fervor that comes with embarking
on a journey to pursue a dream, we reached out to
our Millennium community for support and inspiration. We couldn’t have made this happen without the
guidance of Ms. Stasavage who kept us on task and
organized, instructed us on Indesign, and occasionally nodded encouragingly. Soon enough the seed of
a dream grew into a club, a tightly knit community
filled with ambitious dreamers primed with imagination, a pen, and paper. FLUX represents who we are.
We, like the magazine, are constantly changing and
evolving. We proudly present to you FLUX!		
					
Victoria, Julia, Carlos, Alnaw,
Olivia, Lucia, Hannah, Donald, Alex,
Nancy, Luna, Ava, Zellie, Talia, Oona,
Ms. Stasavage

Special Thanks to Ms. Mazo for helping with the
translations of the Spanish poems!
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Poemas

“Patria” by Kacey Reyes
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Soy Una Mezcla de Etnias
Valentina Cardenas

“Lonche.” “Pero like.” “Estoy full.”
Bocados de espanglish me rodean,
el producto de muchos niños de inmigrantes.
Me hace sentir cómoda.
Pero en la superficie me veo blanca.
Mi apariencia elimina las diferentes etnias
mezcladas en mi sangre.
Eso me confunde. Eso confunde a otros.
Siendo mexicana americana,
estoy en medio de dos culturas.
Una me jala para un lado
mientras otra me jala para el otro
hasta que me siento rota.
Hasta que me siento parte de ninguna.
¿Como puedo ser mexicana si me veo tan blanca?
Me pregunto esto hasta que mi cabeza me duele.
Luego me pongo a pensar.
Mis padres son inmigrantes de México,
comparto mi nombre con una salsa picante
y con una famosa canción de mariachi,
me quedo dormida al sonido de bachata
que suena suavemente desde afuera de mi ventana.
Sí, sabía que me veía blanca,
pero eso no niega que soy chicana.
`

I Am A Mix of Ethnicities
“Lonche.” “Pero like.” “Estoy full.”
Mouthfuls of Spanglish surround me,
The product of many children of immigrants.
It makes me feel comfortable.
But on the surface I look white.
My appearance eliminates the different ethnicities
mixed in my blood.
That confuses me. That confuses others.
Being Mexican American,
I’m in the middle of two cultures.
One pulls me to one side
white the second pulls me to the other
until I feel broken.
Until I feel a part of neither.
How can I be Mexican if I look so white?
I ask this until my head hurts.
Then I begin to think.
My parents are immigrants from Mexico,
I share my name with a hot sauce
and with a famous mariachi song,
I fall asleep to the sound of bachata
that softly plays from outside my window.
Yes, I know I look white,
but that doesn’t change that I am chicana.
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Las Dos Partes de Mi

The Two Parts of Me

Aquí soy dominicana
Y allá soy una gringa.
¿Como puedo ser los dos?
Este lÍo esta de pinga.
Cuando llego a mi tierra
Nunca temo por mi salud,
Porque siempre me levanto
A un plataso de mangu.
Pero aquí por la mañana,
Mientras paso las farolas,
Solo llevo en la barriga
Una barra de granola

Here I am Dominican
And there I am a gringa
How can I be both?
This mess is too much!
When I get to my homeland
I never worry about my health
Because I always wake up to
A big plate of mangu.
But here in the mornings
While I pass the streetlights
I only have in my stomach
A granola bar.

Mi español en la casa
Es diferente al de aquí
Donde cada acento y sílaba
Casi siempre está ahí.
Y de’ que llego a mi casa
Eso no sirve pa’ na.
Mucha gente que me oye
A mi me dicen mal habla’

My Spanish at home
Is very different than at school
Where every accent and syllable
Is almost always there.
But once I get to my house
Those aren’t useful for anything.
Anybody that hears me
Calls me badly spoken

Pero a pesar de todo eso
Amo todas mis culturas.
Amo el campo de San Juan
Y la gente y la fritura.
También amo a Nueva York,
La ciudad llena de vida.
Con bellas caras y personas
Que no se dan por vencidas.
Amo todas mis culturas
Con lo bueno y lo malo
Porque ver tanta belleza
Para mi es un regalo.

But in spite of all that
I love all of my cultures
I love the fields of San Juan
And the people and the fried food.
I also love New York,
The city filled with life.
With beautiful faces and people
Who never give up.
I love all of my cultures
With the good and the bad
Because seeing so much beauty
To me is a gift.

Yo me pongo pa lo mio
Y tú te pone pa’ lo tuyo
Que mi vida yo la vivo
Sin vergüenza y con orgullo.

I’ll focus on me
And you focus on you
Because I live my life
Without shame and with pride.

Kacey Alcantara Reyes
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El Sueño Que Siempre Tengo
Nelly Diaz

Parece que una parte de mí siempre está pensando en ti
Parece que de ti nunca me olvidare
Cierro mis ojos y tu presencia aparece
La ciudad parece montañas
Las luces de los edificios se apagan
Las estrellas pintan al cielo con luz que me hace dormir
Las ambulancias se callan
Los gatos y perros son dueños de las calles
Quisiera que eso fuera mi realidad
Pero abro mis ojos y veo la oscuridad
La casita en la esquina pintada de naranja se desaparece
El escándalo de motos se calla
Ya
Ya mi sueño acabó

The Dream That I Always Have
It seems that a part of me is always thinking of you
It seems that I will never forget you
I close my eyes and you appear
The city seems like mountains
The lights turn off
The stars paint the sky with light that makes me go to sleep
The ambulance shuts up
The cats and dogs are owners of the streets
I want that to be my reality
But I open my eyes and see darkness
The house painted orange in the corner disappears
The noise of the motorcycles goes quiet
Oh
My dream is already over
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La Chiquilla Saltando
Eline Pellicano

Soy la chiquilla saltando
En un reino de asfalto
Soy del pueblo en que nunca se apagan las luces
Lloramos lágrimas de miel y gritamos con voz de leche
Soy la guayaba marchita cuando no viene el sol
Soy la sonrisa de mis ancianos brilliante con alcohol
Soy la mano temblorosa de la mendiga
Soy el pudiente dormido que no entiende la alegría
Soy las venas verdes en las manos de mis abuelas
Soy aceite de oliva y semillas envenenadas
Soy el recuerdo perdido de una vida peor
Tengo la sangre del esclavo y del colonizador

The Little Girl Skipping
I am the little girl skipping
Through a kingdom of asphalt
I am from the town where the lights never go out
We cry tears of honey and we scream with voices of milk
I am the withered guava when the sun does not come
I am the smile of my elders sparkling with alcohol
I am the beggar’s trembling hand
I am the sleeping rich man that does not understand
I am the green veins running through my grandmas’ hands
I am made of olive oil and poisoned seeds
I am the faded memory of affliction, the reminder
I have the blood of the slave and of the colonizer
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La Mía

Lamia Vukelj
En un país desconocido
En un pueblo olvidado
Se pone la pobreza como una camiseta
Se trabaja en granjas para recibir casi nada
Y no se puede dormir debido a los aullidos de los lobos
Escapando los terremotos
Pero somos las olas pertinaces
Que fomentan la determinación
Los robles que se extienden
Para tocar las estrellas
Las montañas que hacen eco
De la música antigua
Y las personas que crean una cultura única
La mía.

Mine

In an unknown country
In a forgotten town
Poverty is worn like a t-shirt
People work on farms, to receive almost nothing
It is not possible to sleep because of the howling of the wolves,
Escaping the earthquakes
But we are the persistent waves
That encourage determination
The oak trees that extend to touch the stars
The mountains that echo ancient music
And the people that create a unique culture
Mine.
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The Gardener
Gigi Lin
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The Shadow
Gigi Lin
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The Haunting of James Bond
Julia Cannizzo

Here is the ghost story, just how you like it:
she snuck in last night, her sticky fingers clinging
the cold snaps cracked, too sharp for blooms
she’ll shatter into china saucer pieces
and later she’ll make you macaroni and cheese
from the label on the box, cut with sausage slices but
when you swallow it sticks
a choking gob of hot dog
roof of mouth, tongue to God.
When you’re limp she’ll slip from her frame
into your skin and click
your beetle heels across yellow linoleum
the Thomases are coming to play bridge tonight
her mask tears at the corners
serving sourdough in the sitting room.
Your tabletop angel is watching again
TV’s set in the halogen halo glow
the faces are yours but the camera’s eyes are hers
wires tied like fiber, metal sinew spells sony,
mitsubishi on her mind
snuck in and shucked out the red blood and hamburger meat
french fries and old ties snapped and dried.
you knew the movies were going empty
life plucked from plastic skin
but it was too late by then.
Did you even notice when it had begun?
Are you scared yet? Come closer
I’ll tell you another one
1

“Ninjas. The art of concealment and surprise. Top secret, Bond-san… Now we
will see some modern ninjas.” (You Only Live Twice, 1967)
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Hidden Faces
Shirley Wei
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The Autistic Duality
Marshall Plane

Walking my dog down Fort Washington Avenue, with the
sky above me still a very dark shade of blue, this chilly January
morning helps me get my senses together and prepare for the day.
The early morning grogginess begins to wear off, and substantive
thoughts start forming in my head. I take a moment to reflect on
the fact that, for the first time in a few days, nothing of real importance will be happening today — just pure routine.
“Hey Marshall!” a friendly voice calls out. My eyelids spring
open and I straighten up my spine. A few feet ahead of me I see
Gwen, who goes to my church and is a good friend of my parents.
“Hey, good to see you,” I respond cheerfully. As usual, she hugs
me and asks how my mom is doing. We make about 45 seconds of
small talk. I don’t make eye contact, but I don’t look away either,
and maintain a friendly demeanor the whole time before we part
ways.
As I resume walking at an energetic pace, I pat myself on
the back for having a successful conversation. Gwen, I reflect, will
never have any idea of the years of work I put into being able to
have a pleasant encounter such as this one. To her, I’ll always just
be the polite teenage son of two of her friends. In our sporadic
interactions, I’m able to transform myself into just as normal and
functional a person as anyone else. I convince not only other people
of that, but also, for a little while at least, myself. My autism is a part
of me that is no more crucial than the size of my ears. There are
moments when its impact on my life feels negligible, this moment
being one of them.
That’s how I feel half an hour later on the subway. I usually
hate crowded places, and I’m definitely not exactly comfortable
amid this sea of people. But I find there’s a certain poetic element
being united with these New Yorkers from all walks of life by our
common fate of having to haul our asses someplace every day. I
spend most of my time standing with my hand on the pole and
my eyes shut, focusing on the sound of the train rattling down the
tracks and the gentle breeze created by its movement. I’m enjoying
this sensation when I feel a tap on my shoulder. I open my eyes
and look around for a second. “Excuse me,” repeats a sharp female
voice. It takes me another couple seconds to figure out what’s going
on before I throw my body out of the way. “Jesus Christ, boy,” the
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lady mutters as she gets off the train. Moving myself out of the way,
I accidentally step on another passenger’s shoe. He sucks his teeth
and glares at me. Suddenly I feel small again.
Something like this happens pretty much every day, or I’ll
do something else irritating like squirming around excessively or
unwittingly saying something out loud. This is due to my horrible
processing speed and situational awareness, especially with regards
to my body. But to my fellow passengers, I’m just some self-absorbed teenage white boy who doesn’t know subway etiquette. This,
among other things, sometimes almost makes me want to have one
of those “Please be patient, I have autism” stickers — except I know
that if that were the case I’d drown in a sea of slow-talking and being called “buddy.”
The walk between Millennium and Fulton Street is one of
the best parts of my day. I get to take in the beauty of the city; I can
observe other people without having to be close to them. I can blast
Civil War songs in my ears to give myself a beat to march to. I can
plan out my day. I often try to drag out this walk as long as possible.
Once I get to school, however, it’s an entirely different story. It feels
like entering hostile territory. Suddenly I am overwhelmed by the
fact that I’m surrounded by people I’ll know for the next three years
of my life and whose opinions of me that I therefore care about. The
intense chatter coming from all directions makes me feel small and
powerless. The confidence I had earlier that I could easily blend
into this neurotypical world vanishes.
My life has always been full of contradictions. My head is
full of carefully thought-out ideas, yet I always struggle to put them
into words out loud. Everyone at school seems to love me, yet none
of them seem interested in developing a genuine friendship. I can
talk for hours about the Spanish Civil War, but I can’t tie my shoes
half-decently. I feel stuck in the middle, neurotypical enough that
people who don’t know me well expect me to conform to the same
standards as them, but autistic enough that doing so for an extended amount of time takes tremendous effort. Trying to keep up in a
world built around the neurotypical mindset is like constantly having
to swim against a current. Contrary to what some think, the intensity
of said current doesn’t wane over time; rather, we get more and more
used to it, and develop the skills to push back against it. At times
we can forget it exists altogether, but when this happens we end up
letting our guard down and getting tumbled by a salty wave, a rude
reminder that there is no escaping the reality of being autistic.
13

But all those years of swimming do build up strength. Many
people believe that the best solution for autistic people’s problems
is to find a “cure” and prevent us from reproducing. At the most
miserable moments of my life, I think for a brief second that their
hateful ideas might be correct. But then I stiffen up and slap some
sense into myself. The world needs people like us. Autism gives me
a unique perspective on life. I see how the norms society expects
everyone to fit into can be completely arbitrary, as is the absurdity
of the image-worshipping consumer culture the corporate elite has
perpetuated. Because I need people to recognize my unique challenges as an autistic person, I recognize the importance of applying
those same ideas to people who don’t have the privilege like I do of
being white, cis-hetero, and from an affluent background, as well as
those with a more severe condition than I do.
When I was a little kid I was unable to behave properly at
any school or make any friends. I was nothing but a burden on the
world. But the world didn’t turn its back on me, and because of that
I was able to grow into what I am today. This has taught me the
lesson that every human, no matter how low-down and worthless
they may seem, is infinitely valuable and deserves a chance to prove
themselves. In order to create a better world, one where this ideal is
a reality, autistic and neurotypical people need to put their different
gifts together and coexist in love and understanding.
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Palma

Victoria Kerrigan
Marlena drank a Red Bull a day
and bought me chocolate creme cookies
whenever I asked.
Granny was jealous,
bought meat at the market,
left it in her bag, partied all day,
returned at night to find that the meat had spoiled.
After the attack, she could only play manic scales,
hysterical tornadoes of consecutive notes
spiraling out of the green shutters,
to ambush the pomegranate tree.
Sometimes I slept in the narrow bed in her room,
falling asleep watching her ornate, stone-encumbered earrings sway
in the cool breeze
wafting through the open balcony.
The house attracted cats like the harbor attracted boats.
To me it was a relic of a lifestyle I will never know, can never claim.
Irregular-shaped brass candle holders, sometimes a barely decipherable Chinese calligraphy character,
the memory of the once-owned Picasso sketch, sold to buy a house
in Banyalbufar,
the pendulum cradle between the maroon spines,
tucked-away snowflake doilies,
piano music in piles, soft paper fraying like weathered friendship
bracelets,
the patio table encrusted with hundreds of translucent brightly
colored tiles reminiscent of sea glass and sand
on Friday nights would be littered with beer cans, cigarette stubs,
and ash stuck between the cracks,
the underground passageway to the garden lined with paintbrushes
and skeletons,
and the mythical lion door-knocker,
tarnished and lethargic with age,
at Dos de Mayo.
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After Elie yelled at me for picking the basil wrong,
I retired to Granny’s balcony, looked through the binoculars and
spied people hanging up their white laundry on rooftop lines,
watched the cruise ships inch across the waterfront, refractions of
light catching my eye,
chased the horizon to the farthest reaches of the sea where the transition between water and sky was indistinguishable.
Later Elie came up holding a plate of fish and rice,
by way of apologizing
told me Granny used to like to sit on the balcony too.
Just like I’m sure Granny would have been proud
if she knew I play piano,
I wonder if she liked Debussy as much as I do.
At night, we walked the streets spattered in yellow hues,
spotted lizards scrambling along the stucco,
like moths, drawn to the lights,
smelt the fragrant bougainvilleas and jasmine that tumbled over
neighbors’ walls
like saccharine vanilla extract,
ate hazelnut ice cream along the black water,
saw the homeless eating strips of jamón
straight from styrofoam packets and plastic wrap.
When we left the house for the last time,
the cold tiles resounded longingly,
the pendulum cradle gone.
Dad crumpled onto the kitchen table and sobbed for the first time,
unabashed and unrelenting,
and I had to get away into the garden and
ponder the pomegranate tree for the last time.
Sometimes a house can become a person.
For dad, Granny was Dos de Mayo.
I searched in vain,
but for me,
Granny was nowhere
16

perhaps only
in the flower pots reminding me not to pluck the hibiscus
because I never knew her when she wasn’t upset or frustrated.
Neither Spain, or Granny, or Dos de Mayo was mine
but one is entitled to their memories.
In Palma, I drank warm Laccao and fell asleep to the hoots of owls.
In Palma, in the sushined, sapphire eyes of swimming pool ubiquity
even the doctor smoked.
In Palma, the languid heat slows the wheels of time.
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Past

Liana Jerez
Fluctuating between multiple pasts,
The past that I was taught
versus the past that I have never experienced.
Taught of the colonizers who took people across the waters,
Not of their own volition,
But in chains,
Packaged in boats,
Degraded as objects,
Grieving for men like Kunta Kinte.
I learned someone else’s values,
And absorbed it as if their battles were my own.
From the moment I was born,
I was not only myselfbut part of a larger entity,
One that I felt no connection to.
One that to this day I still feel no attachment to.
Was told that my identity was supposed to be one and the same
with my ancestors,
A preconceived notion that I understood their history,
That I was going to fight for the cause,
One that I have no knowledge of.
How does one fight against the unknown?
No matter how hard I attempted to assimilate to find my place,
Among the people I am supposed to call my own,
In the country where the plantains are endless,
Where the water at the beaches are clear,
And the culture is rich,
I still don’t feel I belong.
I’d flip through the facts of her country,
Gaining insights on what once was,
Before the colonizers took control
Taking advantage of the Taínos
Under false pretenses of peace and hospitality
I found that there is more in common
18

Between the motherland I was taught to love,
And the country that birthed my mother.
But still,
While I rep my mother’s land I ask myself:
What have I done that makes me belong if I am not from
here
Nor from there?

19

Pass Peace
Chris Allen
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The Girl With the Robotic Hand
Hannah Ehrlich

“You remember what to tell the doctor when he asks you if
you want a Myo, right? You cannot get one unless you ask for it,”
my mom said as she adjusted the rearview mirror so her eyes met
mine.
“Uh-huh, I do remember!” I said. I knew that when the
doctor asked me if I wanted an electric hand, I would simply say,
“Yes.”
My mom pulled the car into the parking lot of Schreiners
Hospital, but she left out the word “hospital” to spare me the anxiety that the word carries for young children. So, in my mind, we
pulled into Schreiners, the place where helper-hands were made.
After a lot of waiting in multiple waiting rooms, the doctor walked
in and I could finally perform the act that I had prepared for with
my mother many times before. Unfortunately, the large man did
not initially ask the question I knew he would and mostly just
spoke with my mom. Two adults talking was white noise to my
little ears.
Without being ready for it, the two heads turned toward me.
“So, how would you feel if you had a Myoelectric Prosthesis, Hannah?” the doctor asked.
My mom gave me a smile and a nod, but I only had enough
information to create the response, “What is a Myoelectric Prosthesis?”
“Well, Mrs. Ehrlich, it seems that you need to talk this over
a bit more. A Myo is a very big commitment, and she just might not
be up for it,” the doctor said. It was at that moment when I realized
I had wrecked the show where I only had one line, and it would be
a very long time until I got another take.
Eight years later, after a few speeches and performances that
went better than the first, I finally had the chance to go to the first
day of school with a brand new electric hand. As I held onto the
subway pole it hung just like a regular arm, with the weight only
slightly tugging on my skin. My shirt sleeve perfectly covered the
21

hard black shell that was connected to the sleek gray robotic hand.
With the flex of my wrist I could move fingers that were all my own,
and the noise it made was drowned out by the rumble of the train.
Nobody even noticed that the hand was fake, and when they did,
they looked at it with intrigue and hope, rather than the harsh glares
of confusion and disgust I usually got. I was finally normal.
The train ride went by fast, and the first day of high school
was creeping nearer and nearer. I stood in front of the school building watching many of my anxious peers rush past me. They were all
just faces at that moment, faces I had never seen and faces that had
never seen me. Part of me enjoyed toying with the idea that I could
hide away in my prosthetic and keep my true self a complete mystery
for four years, but another part of me already started complaining
that I was aching from the fatigue that comes with carrying all that
extra weight on a little limb.
It was not long until I realized that high school moves fast,
and my prosthetic could barely keep up. I had to pack up my bag
from the previous class, slip it on, trudge my way through the unfamiliar hallways, and unpack my backpack again for the next period.
This was a process I had repeated many times throughout middle
school, but never with a case over my arm and five new metal appendages. I could not bend my arm at the correct angle to put it in
the strap of the bag, so I adopted the uncomfortable one-shoulder
look. My regular limb used to fit into the corners of my bag to help
me shimmy the oversized binders out. The prosthetic barely had
enough control to grasp onto a book, let alone pull something out of
a bag. The noise it made may have been blocked on the subway, but
when I moved the prosthetic in a completely silent classroom, it was
as if a robot was learning to walk after being turned on for the first
time in ten years. In a way, I felt more one-handed than ever.
All the pain, impatience, and inconvenience was worth it though,
because I was getting the same indifference or enthusiastic astonishment from my peers that I got on the subway. I wanted to be liked in
this new school, and everybody likes the girl with the robotic hand.
However, when I got home and pulled the thing off, my stinging
tricep, pruney skin, and tired wrist started to hurt a lot more.
22

I made it through a few more days of school with my arm
shoved in the heavy, hot plastic because I knew the day I stopped
I would never want to pick it up again. I hoped that someday the
sweat would melt the plastic and the prosthetic would become a
part of myself, something that was needed. It did not only strain me
physically, but mentally as well. Questions like, “What will I do with
it during gym class?” and “Am I really supposed to hide my limb for
four whole years?” clogged my brain. I was in pain, and even after
multiple days it would not go away. So I decided, just for one day,
I would go to school without my prosthetic on. I was right. I never
picked it up again.
The mystery was lost, and what I thought was normal, the
real truth, was actually bizarre to my peers. A few judgemental,
maybe just surprised, glances shot at my arm that was now happily
swinging in its perfectly natural way. I flung my backpack on like
normal, strode through the hallways like normal, yanked my binders out like normal, but the only problem was that I am not normal.
Having an electric hand or no hand at all are both irregular things,
so it was obvious I had to choose what felt better for me. I finally
had the realization that everybody likes the girl with the robotic
hand, but everybody could also like the girl with the fleshy stump.
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The Editor’s Note
The next two stories are “Black Door Episodes” from the Outsider Literature class, inspired by Mohsin Hamid’s Exit West.
The novel is about refugees and migration, featuring the magical-realism element of “black doors” which serve as portals
that appear and lead to unknown places. The project borrows
the device of black doors to transport characters to unfamiliar
places, exploring the theme of displacement.
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The Absence
Isabel Baser

The night was darker than usual in the small city of Puebla, Mexico. In a small, dimly lit apartment, alongside his mother,
a young boy laid asleep on a small couch. The couch was a bright
orange that had many tears along the side which exposed the cushion underneath. Next to the couch was a small coffee table slightly
tilted to one side. On top was a letter addressed to the young boy’s
father that he had forgotten to mail a few weeks ago along with a
vase of roses that were starting to dry up which caused a few petals
to fall.
It was 11:45. Three years had passed and it was around the
time he would usually show. The black door appeared as the front
door to the apartment. The man walked out. He had olive toned
skin with long dark hair that reached his neck and multiple tattoos on his left arm exposed by his slightly stained white t-shirt;
he tried to be as quiet as possible but his stocky body and clumsy movements made this quite difficult. The man was carrying a
large black duffel bag slung over his shoulder which caused him to
shuffle oddly and bump into the walls of the apartment. Annoyed
by this, the man quietly placed the bag upon the floor and slid it
under the kitchen counter as usual, somewhere that he knew the
boy would not go yet, somewhere he knew the mother would. He
glanced at the clock to make sure he managed his time wisely. He
figured he had a few more minutes before he would have to leave
again and decided to observe the woman and young child. He sat
on the chair facing them and placed his head in his palms. The
smile he forgot he had began to slowly sweep across his face. His
glance would continue to stray to the clock. He watched the clock
tick minute after minute, each tick mimicking the beat of his heart.
He knew time was of the essence and that this memory would be
one to remember. A beeping noise erupted from the clock. The
man knew this meant his time had come and that it had just turned
midnight. The beep caused the young boy to shift around in his
mother’s arms, however, his eyes still remained closed. Afraid the
young boy had woken, the man’s pulse began to race. He abrupt25

ly stood up, shuffling quickly back towards the illuminated black
door. He stopped in his tracks, consumed with the idea of leaving a
note. He would often debate this each time he would come because
he knew that the idea of him being dead was easier to comprehend
than him leaving but he found it cowardly to explain himself over
paper rather than face to face. But as always he talked himself out of
it, creeping back to the door quietly. He glanced back one last time,
then quickly escaped into the darkness.
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Firefly

Chloe Ganiaris
The planet became more peppered with doors, and the
world’s population was scattered and shifted like grains of sand in a
storm. Smugglers, dealers, coyotes and the like who had previously
held a monopoly over this sort of transportation hunted for ways
to more effectively reassert their authority. Doors were frantically
tracked down and guarded, requiring people to pay for passage.
In one of the more remote regions of Venezuela, a young
man with a pistol sat slumped by a dirt road a slight distance away
from a small shack that had a single, jet-black door. Among his faction, the young man was somewhat well respected, not quite high
enough to call any shots, but not quite low enough to be a nobody
since a nobody wouldn’t be trusted to guard a door.
The chirps and buzzes of nocturnal insects thrummed
around the man, and the leaves of the tree behind him occasionally
brushed his head. If the young man had still been a boy, he might
have imagined that the forest around him was beckoning him,
imploring him to explore till he was adorned with scrapes, not from
bullets or blades as he was now, but from twigs, leaves, and the
reckless abandon of a child at play. Life had sapped all the wonder
from the man, but he still held a certain joy in gazing at the night
sky which is why he did not protest—not that his rank permitted
him to complain—when ordered to wait in the dead of night to
collect payment from a family unit seeking safe passage. As he waited, he gazed at the reflective darkness of his cellphone, toying with
the angle of the screen to try and catch the lights in the sky, even
though they were obstructed by streaks of clouds, reducing them
from their usual luster to faint glows.
Upon hearing the quiet rustling announcing the family’s arrival, the young man snapped to attention and silently maneuvered
his way to the side of the road. The family—a mother, a father, and
their two small daughters—stumbled to a halt once they saw the
young man. The mother gripped her daughters’ hands, her knuckles
whitening. The youngest daughter glanced up at her mother, brows
furrowed in confusion; she was of the age where the severity of
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particular situations was not apparent to her. The family was rigid
like statues and the young man coiled like a python until the father
dug into his battered bag, procuring a stack of semi-crumpled bills.
The young man took them and counted them slowly, as if he was
indifferent to the nervous energy radiating off the family.
The young man turned sharply and began to lead the family
to the door, not sparing a glance behind him to see them scramble after him. Aside from the gentle crunching of leaves and the
snapping of twigs beneath their feet, the humans were silent with
the rest of the soundscape of chirping, croaking, rustling life of the
forest. The young man heard an excited squeak from behind him
and then nearly fell over when the youngest daughter barreled forward, colliding with the back of his leg. The girl, however, was not
hindered by this and she skipped on before dropping to her knees
several paces ahead of the young man. The girl’s family remained
frozen. The young man felt a flicker of curiosity flare within him.
He cautiously approached the girl and knelt in front of her; she
was peering intently at something in her cupped hands. Grinning
brightly before carefully tilting her hands, the young girl revealed to
him a lightning bug, whose soft light gently illuminated their faces.
The young man blinked once before he smiled, allowing himself to
be lost in the simple beauty of bioluminescence.
Carefully, the young girl released the lightning bug—flickering—from her cupped hands, and the darkness swallowed them.
The young man stuffed his hands in his empty pockets. The father
would later reach into his bag and find a stack of semi-crumpled
bills. The young man glanced once more at the speckled sky before
vanishing into the wilderness, leaving his post behind.
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